1. Lay Chains Out Flat
Lay chains out flat behind tractor making sure ends of cross chain hooks are facing up. Remove all twist and tangles.

2. Drape Chains Over Tire
Drape chains over tire in the same position making sure ends of cross chain hooks face up and away from tire. Center chains on tire and position them to touch the ground in front of the tire. Tuck first cross chain under tire a bit in preparation to roll over them.

3. Roll Tractor Forward
Roll equipment forward until the end of the chains are at a good working height—approximately axle height.

4. Fasten Chains

4A. Pull tail chains tight through rings.
4B. Connect fastener on inside the tire. Count the same number of links on the outer side chain and place end of fastener through that link.
4C. Pull tail chain to tighten. Connect shackle on tail chain to side chain.
4D. Attach fastener under link on side chain. Tire chains should fit snug. To tighten more, REPEAT STEPS 4A-4D.

5. Test Drive, Inspect, Re-Tighten.
Test Drive, Inspect, Re-Tighten tire chains by REPEATING STEPS 4A-4D so chains fit snug around the tire. Make sure the quick hook and fastener are secure.

Drive Safe—Do Not
- Deflate tires to install tire chains.
- Drive over fasteners and hooks while installing chains.
- Install tire chains the wrong way.
- Install broken tire chains.
- Drive with broken tire chains.
- Use tire chains when towing other vehicles.
- Hit curbing with tire chains on.
- Accelerate rapidly.
- Spin tires.